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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we investigate the existence, uniqueness and qualitative
properties of solitons in fourth order parabolic equations of the form
u
t
=&#
4u
x4
+
2u
x2
+f (u), #>0. (1.1)
Of particular interest to us are equations which arise in bi-stable systems
in which f is such that the related equation
du
dt
=f (u)
has two stable states, u=u+ and u=u& , separated by one unstable state, u=u0 .
As a typical example of such a function we shall consider
f (u)=(u&a)(1&u2), &1<a<1, (1.2)
in which u\= \1 and u0=a. When f is given by (1.2) and a=0, equation
(1.1) becomes the Extended FisherKolmogorov (EFK) equation, proposed
by Coullet, Elphick 6 Repaux [CER] and Dee 6 van Saarloos [DS] as
a generalization of the classical FisherKolmogorov equation (#=0) [AW,
FMcL, KPP, PNJ, S]. The EFK equation has appeared in studies of phase
transitions, for instance near a Lifshitz point (cf. [BKKPWZ, HLS, Z]),
and in studies of spatial and temporal pattern formation in bi-stable
systems [DS]. In this connection it is interesting to mention a sixth order
generalisation [GJ].
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In a series of papers [PT14, PTV] we have studied different types of
stationary solutions generated by the EFK equation. These include kinks
or domain walls [PT1,4, PTV], as well as periodic [PT2] and chaotic
solutions [PT3]. We also refer to [KV], [KKV], and [B1] for variational
and numerical studies of kinks for the EFK and related equations. In these
papers we have developed a topological shooting method, which differs
from the method developed by Hofer and Toland [HT], which is based
on degree theory and the Antipodal Mapping Theorem. In contrast, our
shooting method is essentially elementary, and in principle applicable to a
wider range of equations. As an example we mention the equation
#uiv=u"++[2uu"+(u$)2]&u&u2,
for which we refer to [CG, K, PR]. In the present paper we apply our
method to establish the existence of localized stationary patterns, or solitons,
in systems described by equation (1.1). Thus, we seek solutions u(x) of the
equation
#uiv=u"+f (u), #>0, (1.3)
which tend to a stable state as x  \. Consistent with the function f
given in (1.2), we denote this state by u=1 and require that
(u, u$, u", u$$$)(x)  (1, 0, 0, 0) as x  \. (1.4)
We shall be mainly concerned with questions of existence, nonexistence,
uniqueness and asymptotic behaviour of nonconstant solutions of (1.3)
and (1.4), which are symmetric with respect to some point x0 # R. Because
(1.3) is autonomous, we may choose this point to be the origin. Such solutions
then have the property
u$(0)=0 and u$$$(0)=0. (1.5)
Conversely, solutions of equation (1.3) which satisfy (1.5) are readily seen
to be symmetric with respect to the origin. In fact, we shall see in Sec-
tions 5 and 6 that for some functions f, such as the function (1.6) below,
and some values of #, these are the only solutions of (1.3) and (1.4).
Many of our results will apply to more general classes of functions than
those involved in bi-stable systems. In particular, we obtain improved
asymptotic results for the function
f (u)=u&u2, (1.6)
which arises in the study of asymmetrically supported elastic beams and of
water waves [AT].
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Thus, for maximum generality we make the following hypotheses on the
function f # C2(R):
H1. f (s) has at least two zeros: s=a and s=1(a<1).
H2. f>0 on (a, 1), f $(a)>0 and f $(1) =def &_<0.
The next two hypotheses are based on the primitive of f :
F(u)=|
1
u
f (s) ds. (1.7)
In our analysis the maximal interval below 1 in which F is positive will
play an important role. Let
b=inf [s<1: F>0 on (s, 1)].
H3. &<b<a and f<0 on [b, a).
H4. f (s)f $(1)(s&1) for s # [b, 1).
The function f given by (1.2) (see Fig. 1) is seen to satisfy these hypo-
theses when 0<a<1. An elementary computation gives
&1<b<a<1.
Note that b  &1 as a  0, and b  1 as a  1.
The function f given by (1.6) (see Fig. 2) is readily seen to satisfy the
hypotheses H1-4 with a=0 and b=&12.
For several of our results we need to make further hypotheses on the
function f. For future reference we list these below.
H5. { f>0 on (&, &1) _ (a, 1) and f<0 on (&1, a) _ (1, );F(s)   as s  \,
H6. f $(s)>f $(1) for s # (b, 1).
Note that H6 implies H4.
It is well known that if #=0 and f satisfies H13, then modulo trans-
lations, there exists precisely one solution of Problem (1.3), (1.4), which is
nonconstant, even, and monotone on R& and R+. Our first result states
that if f satisfies the additional hypothesis H4 as well, then such solutions
continue to exist when # becomes positive, but remains below some critical
number.
Theorem A. Suppose that 0<#14_ and that f satisfies the hypo-
theses H14. Then there exists an even solution u(x) of equation (1.3), which
satisfies (1.4) and has the following properties:
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FIG. 1. f (s)=(s&a)(1&s2) and its primitive F(s) (a=0.1).
(a) b<u(x)<1 for x # R, and u(0)<a.
(b) u$<0 on R& and u$>0 on R+.
As in the EFK equation (cf. [PT1]), the number #=14_ is critical for
the solution set (1.3). To see this we linearise (1.3) around u=1. Thus, we
set u=1+v and obtain, to first order, the linear equation
#uiv=v"&_v. (1.8)
The roots of its characteristic equation are real when 0<#14_, and
complex when #>14_. Therefore (0, 14_] is the maximal interval on which
equation (1.3) can have homoclinic orbits, along which (u, u$, u", u$$$)(x) tends
to (1, 0, 0, 0) as x  \, and u(x) is monotone near \. In this analysis
we focus on the range
0<#
1
4_
. (1.9)
In a subsequent paper we shall turn to values #>14_.
FIG. 2. f (s)=s&s2 and its primitive F(s).
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The upper bound for u(0) in Theorem A can be significantly improved.
This will be done in the next theorem. We first introduce some notation.
Let
m(#) =def inf {s0<a: f
2(s)
F(s)
<
1
2#
for s0<s<a= . (1.10)
If f satisfies hypotheses H13, then f (a)=0 and F(a)>0, as well as f (b)<0
and F(b)=0. These properties imply that
b<m(#)<a.
Theorem B. Let 0<#14_, and let u be an even, nonconstant solution
of Problem (1.3), (1.4) in which f satisfies the hypotheses H1 and H2.
Suppose that u1 and that u"(0)0. Then
u(0)<m(#).
An interesting question is to determine how solutions of equation (1.3)
relate to solutions of the corresponding second order equation (#=0). If f
satisfies H3, then b> &, and it is readily seen that m(#)  b+ as #  0+.
Therefore, for a given # # (0, 14_], if u# is an even solution of Problem
(1.3), (1.4), then Theorems A and B can be used to obtain the following
estimate for u#(0)&b:
u#(0)&bt2 | f (b)| # as #  0+. (1.11)
If f is given by (1.2), then H3 is satisfied only if a # (0, 1). In the next
theorem we see that Theorem A is optimal with regard to a, when we
consider even solutions which are monotone on R& and R+.
Theorem C. Let 0<#14_, and suppose that f is given by (1.2). If
&1<a0, then equation (1.3) has no even solutions which satisfy (1.4) such
that
u${0 if x{0.
Thus, the EFK equation, in which a=0, has no even, nonconstant
homoclinic orbits along which u is monotone on R& and R+. However,
it does have kink solutions which are odd, monotone on R, and unique
modulo the transformations x  &x and u  &u [B2, PT1].
In the next theorem we show that, apart from translations, there can be
only one nontrivial homoclinic orbit which is bounded below by u=b, and
that this orbit is symmetric around some point.
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Theorem D. Let 0<#14_, and let f satisfy H13 and H6. Then,
modulo shifts, there exists precisely one solution u(x) of Problem (1.3),(1.4)
such that
b<u(x)<1 for x # R.
In addition, there exists a point y # R such that
u(&x+y)=u(x+y) for x # R,
and u is decreasing on [x<y] and increasing on [x>y].
For more detailed qualitative results we refer to Section 5.
We complete the analysis of homoclinic orbits of equation (1.3) with a
result about the asymptotic behaviour of even solutions of Problem (1.3), (1.4).
Theorem E. Let u(x) be an even, nonconstant solution of Problem (1.3),
(1.4) in which f satisfies H1 and H2. Suppose, moreover, that f "<0 on (a, 1)
and f $(a)>0.
(a) If 0<#<14_, then
u(x)=1&Ke&*& x+o(e&*& x) as x  ,
where
*&=
1
- 2#
- 1&- 1&4_#,
and K>1 is a constant.
(b) If #=14_, then
u(x)=1&- 2_ xe&x - 2_+o(xe&x - 2_) as x  .
More refined estimates are given in Section 7.
In Section 9 we make a brief excursion to periodic solutions. According
to results of Devaney [D] and Vanderbauwhede and Fiedler [VF] for
reversible systems, the existence of a nondegenerate homoclinic orbit implies
the existence of a one-parameter family of periodic orbits. For 0<#14_
the homoclinic orbit constructed here can be shown to be nondegenerate
[BCT, B2]. Thus, for this range of values of #, we can immediately conclude
the existence of a family of periodic orbits. In fact the shooting method used
in this paper enables us to prove the existence of periodic solutions for any
positive value of #.
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Theorem F. Let #>0. Then there exists a one-parameter family of even
periodic solutions of equation (1.3).
An important problem to which our results apply comes from the study
of pulse propagation along optical fibers [ABK], and involves a fourth
order generalisation of the nonlinear Schro dinger equation:
i
U
z
+
2U
t2
&
4U
t4
+|U |2U=0.
Here z denotes a spatial coordinate, t a time and U the slowly varying
pulse envelope. Assuming harmonic spatial dependence, we set
U(z, t)=A(t) eiqz,
where q is a positive constant, and A a real valued function. Substitution
yields the ordinary differential equation
Aiv=A"+A3&qA. (1.12)
In terms of the variables x=- q t and u(x)=1+q&12A(t), this equation
takes the form of (1.3) with
f (u)=u(u&1)(u&2) and #=q. (1.13)
Observe that for this function f "(1)=0, whereas for the function defined in
(1.2) and (1.6), f "(1)<0. This difference has important implications for the
asymptotic behaviour of u(x) as x  \, as we shall see in Section 7.
Finally, we make a few comments about the methods we use to establish
Theorems A to F. To prove Theorem A, we use a shooting argument.
Specifically, in Section 2 we investigate the initial value problem
{#u
iv=u"+f (u), on R+
(u, u$, u", u$$$)(0)=(:, 0, ;, 0),
(1.14a)
(1.14b)
where we have used the symmetry condition (1.5). Equation (1.3) has a
first integral: If we multiply by 2u$, integrate over (&, x), and use (1.4),
we obtain
=(u) =def 2#u$u"&#(u")2&(u$)2+2F(u)=0 (1.15)
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along orbits, in which F has been defined in (1.7). Throughout our analysis
this identity will play a prominent role.
Evaluating (1.15) at the origin, we find that : and ; are related through
;2=
2
#
F(:). (1.16)
This implies that F(:)0. Thus, we restrict : to the range
: # I =def [s # R: F(s)0]. (1.17)
Note that for the function f given by (1.2), we have I=(, c] _ [b, 1],
where c=sup[s # R: F<0 on (&, s)]. For the function given by (1.6),
we have I=[b, 1] (See Fig. 3). In Sections 3 and 4 we prove Theorems B
and C by means of a careful analysis of the sign of u$$$. In Section 5 and
6 we turn to qualitative properties of homoclinic orbits, and the question
of uniqueness (Theorem D). Here, an important ingredient in the analysis
is the maximum principle. The asymptotic behaviour of u(x) as x   is
derived in Section 7. It is based on, and extends the analysis developed in
[PT1] for kinks. This involves introducing u as independent variable and
z(u)=[u$(x$(u))]2 as dependent variable in the first integral (1.15), so
reducing the order of the equation by one. We thus obtain a second order
nonautonomous equation. A detailed analysis of z(u) in a left-neighbourhood
of u=1 yields sharp asymptotic estimates which depend on the value of
#, f $(1) and f "(1). It is interesting to note that the numbers #1=425 | f $(1)|
and #2=4(100 | f $(1)| ) turn out to be critical in this context. Theorem E
and the results of Section 7 extend those established in [AT, BT, BCT] for
the case when the function f is given by (1.2). In Section 8 we examine the
optics problem.
FIG. 3. f (s)=(s&a)(1&s2) and its primitive F(s) (a=&0.1).
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2. EXISTENCE OF A SOLUTION
In this section we prove Theorem A. Our goal is to prove the existence
of a homoclinic orbit [(u, u$, u", u$$$)(x): x # R] converging to (1, 0, 0, 0) as
x  \, along which u(x) is decreasing on R& and increasing on R+. We
use a shooting argument, and thus we investigate the initial value problem
{#u
iv=u"+f (u) on R+
(u, u$, u", u$$$)(0)=(:, 0, ;, 0),
(2.1a)
(2.1b)
in which we choose
: # I0 =
def [b, 1]I. (2.2)
Since we seek a solution which is increasing on R+, we require u"(0)0
and so for ; we take the nonnegative root of (1.16):
;(:)=2# F(:). (2.1c)
It is clear that for each : # I0 , Problem (2.1) has a unique local solution
u(x, :). If : # (b, 1) then ;(:)>0 and it follows that u$(x, :)>0 in a right-
neighbourhood of the origin. Thus, for any : # (b, 1) we define
!(:)=sup[x>0: u$( } , :)>0 on (0, x)]. (2.3)
Lemma 2.1. Let #>0. We have
(a) !(:)  0 as :  b+,
(b) u(!(:), :)  b as :  b+.
Proof. (a) Let :=b. Then F(b)=0, and (2.1b) becomes
u(0)=b, u$(0)=0, u"(0)=0, u$$$(0)=0
and hence, by (2.1a) and hypothesis H3,
#uiv(0)=f (b)<0.
Therefore, in a right-neighbourhood of x=0 we have
u$$$<0, u"<0, u$<0 and u<b.
Fix =>0 so small that
u(x, b)<b for 0<x=.
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Next, choose :>b. By the continuous dependence of the solution u(x, :)
on :, there exists a $>0 such that
u(=, :)<b for b<:<b+$.
Since
u(0, :)=:>b, u$(0, :)=0 and u"(0, :)>0 if b<:<b+$,
it follows that
0<!(:)<= if b<:<b+$.
Because = can be chosen arbitrary small, we conclude that
!(:)  0 as :  b+.
(b) By the continuous dependence of solutions on initial data,
u(x, :)  u(x, b) as :  b+
uniformly on bounded intervals. Since u(x, :) is uniformly continuous on
compact intervals and !(:)  0 as :  b+, the assertion follows.
We are now ready to define our shooting set:
S=[:^>b: 0<!(:)<, and u(!(:), :)<1 for all : # (b, :^)].
From Lemma 2.1 we know that : # S if :>b is sufficiently close to b.
Hence S is well defined and nonempty.
Lemma 2.2. Let 0<#14_. Then
(a) u$(!(:), :)=0 for each : # S.
(b) ! # C(S).
(c) The set S is open.
Proof. (a) Let a # S. Then
0u(x, :)<1 for 0x!(:)
and hence, because !(:)<, standard theory implies that u$( } , :) is bounded
on [0, !(:)]. By continuity, u$(!(:), :)0 and the definition of !(:) excludes
the possibility that u$(!(:), :)>0. Therefore u$(!(:), :)=0.
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(b) Since f is a smooth function, it follows from Part (a) that
u"(!, :) !$(:)+

:
u(!, :)=0.
Let : # S. Then u(!, :) # (b, 1). Because F>0 on (b, 1), the first integral
(1.15) implies that u"(!, :)<0. The proof is completed by means of the
Implicit Function Theorem. Finally, Part (c) follows from the continuity of
!(:) on S, and u(x, :) with respect to x # R+ and : # S, so that the lemma
is proved.
Define
:*=sup S.
Lemma 2.3. We have
b<:*<a.
Proof. It is enough to prove that for :=a,
u">0 and u$>0 as long as u1.
Observe that F(a)>0. Therefore u"(0)>0, and hence uiv(0)>0 by
equation (2.1a). Since u$$$(0)=0, this implies that u$$$>0 in a right-neigh-
bourhood of x=0. It then follows from (2.1a) that
u">0, u$$$>0, uiv>0,
as long as f (u)>0, that is as long as u<1. Thus u">0 and u$>0 as long
as u1.
In the following lemma we shall show that if 0<#14_, then u(x, :*)
is the desired solution which tends monotonically to the stable state u=1
as x  \.
Lemma 2.4. Let 0<#14_. Then
!(:*)= and u(x, :*)  1 as x  . (2.5)
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that
!* =def lim sup
:  :*
!(:)<. (2.6)
Then there exists a sequence [:i]/S which converges to :*, such that
!(:i)  !* as i  . (2.7)
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Hence, since u(x, :) depends continuously on x and : on compact intervals,
it follows from (2.7) that
u(!(:i), :i)  u(!*, :*) and u$(!(:i), :i)  u$(!*, :*) as i  .
(2.8)
We assert that
u(!*, :*)=1 and u$(!*, :*)=0. (2.9)
Since u$(!(:i), :i)=0 for every i1 the second assertion follows at once.
To prove the first assertion, we note that if u(!*, :*)>1, then for i large
enough, u(!(:i), :i)>1, which is impossible since :i # S. On the other
hand, if u(!*, :*)<1, then !*=!(:*), and therefore :* # S. Since S is
open, its supremum :* cannot be an element of S, so that we also arrive
at a contradiction. Thus, u(!*, :*)=1.
To show that (2.6) leads to a contradiction, we now use the maximum
principle. We set u=1&v and write equation (2.1a) as
#viv&v"+_v=_v&f (1&v), _=&f $(1). (2.10)
Since 0<#14_, we can formulate (2.10) as a system:
{
v"&++ v=w (2.11a)
w"&+& w=
1
#
[_v&f (1&v)], (2.11b)
in which
+\=
1
2#
(1\ - 1&4_#)0. (2.12)
At the endpoints of the interval [0, !*] we have for v:
v(0)=1&:*, v(!*)=0. (2.13)
For w we find
w(0)=&u"(0)&++[1&u(0)]=&;&++(1&:*)<0, w(!*)=0,
since u"(!*)=0, by (2.9) and the first integral (1.15).
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As u is monotone on (0, !*), we have b<:<u<1 on (0, !*). According
to H4,
_v&f (1&v)=_(1&u)&f (u)= f $(1)(u&1)&f (u)0
for b<u<1.
Therefore, the right hand side of (2.11b) is nonegative. Because w(0)0
and w(!*)=0 it follows from an application of the maximum principle to
(2.11b) that w<0 on (0, !*). We use this result in equation (2.11a). Observe that
v(0)>0 and v(!*)=0. Hence the maximum principle applied to (2.11a) shows
that v>0 on (0, !*). In addition, it follows from the Boundary Point Lemma
[PW] that v$(!*)<0. This means that u$(!*)>0, which contradicts (2.9).
Thus !* cannot be finite, as supposed in (2.6), so that !*=. Plainly,
for every sequence [:i]/S tending to :*, the sequence of maxima [!(:i)]
must tend to infinity, and so !(:*)=.
To prove the second part of Lemma 2.4, we note that
u(x, :*)<1 and u$(x, :*)>0 for all x # R+
and so
lim
x  
u(x, :*) exists =def l.
Plainly, l1. Suppose that l<1. We distinguish two cases:
(i) l=a and (ii) l{a.
Case (i). Since u is increasing and its limit l equals a, it follows that
b<u(x)<a for all x # R+. Therefore f (u(x))<0 for all x>0, and hence
#uiv&u"<0 in R+. (2.14)
By assumption, u"(0)>0. Furthermore, since u is uniformly bounded on R+,
it must be the case that u"  0 along a sequence tending to infinity. Hence,
by the maximum principle applied to (2.14),
u"(x)>0 for all x # R+.
This means that
x0=sup[x>0: u<a on [0, x)]<,
a contradiction.
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Case (ii). Two integrations of (2.1a) yield
#u"(x)&u(x)=R(x) with R(x)=#u"(0)&:+|
x
0
ds |
s
0
f (u(t)) dt.
Because f (l){0, it follows that R(x)t 12 f (l) x2 as x  , and hence,
since u(x) is uniformly bounded on R+, that u"(x)t12# f (l) x2 as x  .
This means that u(x) becomes unbounded as x  , a contradiction.
We conclude that l=1 and the proof of Lemma 2.4 is complete. Thus
we have proved:
Theorem 2.5. Let # # (0, 14_] and let f satisfy the hypotheses H1, H2,
H3 and H4. Then Problem (1.3), (1.4), has an even solution along which u(x)
is strictly decreasing on R& and strictly increasing on R+.
3. THE EFK EQUATION
As a first step towards proving Theorems B and C, in this section we
discuss the EFK equation, which is a special case of (1.1) in which f is
given by (1.2) and a is set equal to zero (and _=2). We shall prove that,
if 0<#14_= 18 , the EFK equation has no stationary solution u(x)
tending to 1 as x  \, which is even on R, and monotone on R& and
on R+. In doing so we develop some ideas which will be used in Section 4
to prove Theorems B and C.
Thus, we shall prove that there exists no : # R such that the initial value
problem
{#u
iv=u"+u&u3 on R+,
(u, u$, u", u$$$)(0)=(:, 0, ;(:), 0),
(3.1a)
(3.1b)
in which
;(:)=\
1
- 2#
|1&:2|, (3.1c)
has a monotone solution u which satisfies (1.4) at infinity. The choice of the
sign of ; which we make here is dictated by the condition that the solution
be monotone on R+, decreasing if :>1 and increasing if :<1.
We begin with a result that rules out the possibility that :>1. Let u=u(x, :)
be the solution of Problem (3.1) in which we have chosen ;(:)<0. Define
x1(:) =
def sup[x>0: u( } , :)>1 on [0, x)].
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Lemma 3.1. Let :>1. Then
(a) x1(:)< and u(x1 , :)=1.
(b) u$(x, :)<0, u"(x, :)<0, u$$$(x, :)<0 for 0<xx1(:).
Proof. Since, by assumption, u"(0)<0, it follows that u$<0 in a neigh-
bourhood of the origin. One integration of (3.1a), and an application of the
initial conditions show that
#u$$$<u$ as long as u>1, (3.2)
and so, using the initial conditions again,
u$$$<0, u"<0, u$<0 as long as u1. (3.3)
Hence x1< and u(x1 , :)=1, as asserted in Part (a). Part (b) is satisfied
by (3.3).
Remark. Part (a) of Lemma 3.1 continues to hold if u"(0)>0. In this
case, at the first critical point !1 , which has been shown to exist in [PT2],
we have
u(!1)>1, u$(!1)=0 and u"(!1)<0.
This, together with (3.2), implies that u$$$(!1)<0. We now find that (3.3)
holds on (!1 , x1), and we can proceed as before to show that x1<.
Next, we choose : # (&1, 1). Since we now consider solutions u which
are increasing on R+, we choose u"(0)=;(:)>0 in (3.1c), and denote the
solution of (3.1) by u=u(x, :). Let
x1(:) =
def sup[x>0: u( } , :)<1 on [0, x)]. (3.4)
Lemma 3.2. Let 0<# 18 and &1<:<1. Then
(a) x1(:)< and u(x1 , :)=1.
(b) u$(x, :)>0, u"(x, :)>0, u$$$(x, :)>0 for 0<xx1(:).
Corollary 3.3. Let 0<# 18 and &1<:<1. Then u(x, :) cannot
satisfy
u$0 on R+ and lim
x  
(u, u$, u", u$$$)(x)=(1, 0, 0, 0).
Before proving Lemma 3.2, we need to derive an intermediate result.
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Lemma 3.4. If u$$$( } , :)0 on (0, x1(:)), then
x1(:)< and u$$$(x1(:), :)>0. (3.5)
Proof. Recall that u"(0)>0. If x1=, then u$$$0 on (0, ), so that
u"(x)u"(0)>0 for all x>0. Integrating this inequality twice, we
conclude that u(x)>1 for some finite x>0. This contradicts the assump-
tion that x1=, and so x1< and u(x1)=1.
It is clear from continuity that u$$$(x1)0. Suppose that u$$$(x1)=0.
Then, since u$$$>0 on (0, x1), it follows that uiv(x1)0. However, because
u"(0)>0, and u$$$0 on (0, x1) it follows that u">0 on [0, x1]. Using this
in equation (3.1a), we conclude that uiv(x1)>0, a contradiction. Therefore
u$$$(x1(:), :)>0 and the proof is complete.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Observe that
uiv(0, :)=
1
# \
1
- 2#
+:+(1&:2)>0 for &1<:<1. (3.6)
Hence, for every : # (&1, 1) there exists a $:>0 such that
uiv>0, u$$$>0, u">0, u$>0 on (0, $:). (3.7)
We shall first show that if : # (&1, 1), then x1(:)< and u$$$(x, :)>0 for
all x # (0, x1].
By the same argument that was used to prove Lemma 2.3, we see at once
that if 0:<1, then u$$$(x, :)>0 as long as u(x, :)1. Thus, the interval
[0, 1) is contained in the set
A=[:^ # (&1, 1): u$$$( } , :)>0 on (0, x1(:)) for :^<:<1].
Note that by Lemma 3.4, x1(:)< for any : # A. It follows by continuity
that A is open. Let
:
*
=inf A. (3.8)
Then (:
*
, 1)=A. If :
*
=&1, the lemma is proved. Therefore, we assume
that :
*
>&1. Because [0, 1)/A, we conclude that :
*
# (&1, 0).
We claim that x1(:*)<. To see this, let [:i]/A be a decreasing
sequence such that :i  :* as i  . Then, by continuous dependence on
initial data, u(k)(x, :i)  u(k)(x, :*) as i  (k=0, 1, 2, 3), uniformly on
compact intervals. Hence
u$$$(x, :
*
)0 for 0x<x1 ,
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and therefore
u"(x, :
*
)u"(0, :
*
)=;(:
*
)>0 for 0x<x1 .
This implies that
x1(:*)< and u$$$(x, :*)0 for 0x<x1(:*). (3.9)
From (3.9) and the definition of A it is immediately clear that
u$(x1(:), :)>0 for :*:<1.
Thus, by the Implicit Function Theorem we conclude that x1(:) is
continuous on the extended set [:
*
, 1).
Suppose that
u$$$(x, :
*
)>0 for 0<xx1(:*).
Then continuity implies that : # A if : # (:
*
&$, :
*
) when $ is small enough,
and this contradicts the definition of :
*
. Therefore u$$$(x, :
*
) cannot be
positive on the entire interval (0, x1(:*)). Observe that u$$$(0, :*)=0
and uiv(0, :
*
)>0. At the other end of the interval, at x1 , we plainly have
u$$$(x1 , :*)0. In fact, we have u$$$(x1 , :*)>0. To see this, we note that
by (3.1a), #uiv=u">0 at x1 , so that if u$$$(x1)=0, then u$$$<0 in a left-
neighbourhood of x1 , which contradicts (3.9).
Thus, u$$$ has a zero at an interior point x^ # (0, x1). To investigate this
situation, we introduce the function
H(x, :)=2#
u$$$(x, :)
u$(x, :)
&1.
We first derive a few elementary properties of H.
Lemma 3.5. If 0<# 18 and &1<:<1, then
H(0, :)= lim
x  0
H(x, :)>0.
Proof. An application of l’Ho^pital’s rule shows that if u is a solution of
Problem (3.1) then
lim
x  0
H(x, :)=1+2
f (:)
;(:)
=1+2: - 2#.
Hence, if &1<:<1 and 0<# 18 the assertion follows.
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Lemma 3.6. If 0<# 18 and 0:<1, then x1(:)< and
H(x, :)>0 for 0xx1(:).
Proof. If :0, then u">0, u$>0 and u>0 as long as u1, and
therefore x1(:)<. Moreover, since
(u$H)$=2#uiv&u"=u"+2f (u), (3.11)
it follows that u$H is increasing. Thus, since H(0, :)>0 by Lemma 3.5, and
u$>0 on (0, x1(:)], we conclude that H(x, :)>0 for all x # [0, x1].
Lemma 3.7. If 0<# 18 and : # [:* , 1), then H(x1(:), :)>0.
Proof. If :
*
<:<1, then : # A and we conclude that u"(x1 , :)>0 and
u$(x1 , :)>0. If :=:*, then (3.7) and (3.9) imply that u"(x1 , :*)>0 andu$(x1 , :*)>0. Therefore, if :*:<1, then, in view of the first integral (1.15)
we have at x1 , where u=1,
(2#u$$$&u$) u$=#(u")2>0.
Because u$(x1)>0, the assertion immediately follows from the definition
of H.
We are now ready to complete the proof of Lemma 3.2. We define the
set
T=[:^ # (:
*
, 1): if :^<:<1, then H(x, :)>0 for 0xx1(:)].
From Lemma 3.6 we deduce that the interval [0, 1) is contained in T, and
because H(x^, :
*
)=&1, it follows that :
*
 T, and so T is a proper subset
of A. Since u(x, :) is continuous in x and :, and x1(:) depends conti-
nuously on :, we conclude that T is an open set. Therefore the value
:~ =inf T
is well defined and :
*
<:~ <0. It easily follows that
H(x, :~ )0 for 0xx1(:~ ).
In addition, the definition of :~ implies that there must be an interior point
x~ # (0, x1) such that
H=0 and H$=0 at :=:~ , x=x~ , (3.12)
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or, in view of the first integral (1.15),
#(u")2= 12 (1&u
2)2 and 2#uiv&u"=0.
Using (3.1a) to eliminate uiv and u" from these equations, we obtain
4#f 2(u)= 12 (1&u
2)2,
which simplifies to
8#u2=1.
Since 0<# 18 and u
2<1, this is impossible. This contradiction implies
that :
*
=&1, and the proof of Lemma 3.2 is complete.
Next, we analyze the range :<&1. As in the previous case we shall
prove:
Lemma 3.8. Let 0<# 18 and :<&1. Then
(a) x1(:)< and u(x1 , :)=1.
(b) u$$$(x, :)>0, u"(x, :)>0, u$(x, :)>0 for 0<xx1(:).
Corollary 3.9. Let 0<# 18 and :<&1. Then u(x, :) cannot satisfy
u$0 on R+ and lim
x  
(u, u$, u", u$$$)(x)=(1, 0, 0, 0).
Proof of Lemma 3.8. It follows from the proofs of Lemma 3.1 and
Theorem 3.2 in [PT3] that the assertion holds for :&- 2. Thus, we
define the set
B=[:^ # (&- 2, &1): u$$$( } , :)>0 on (0, x1(:)) for &- 2:<:^].
By Lemma 3.4, x1(:)< if : # B. Let
: =sup B. (3.13)
If : =&1, the lemma is proved, so let us assume that : <&1. Proceeding
as with A we then find that x1(:)< for : # [&- 2, : ], that x1(:)
depends continuously on : in [&- 2, : ], and that u$$$( } , : ) must vanish at
an interior point x^ of [0, x1(: )]. At this point u$$$=0 and uiv=0, and
according to (3.1a) this can only be so if &1<u<0.
To arrive at a contradiction we use the function H again.
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Lemma 3.10. We have
(a) H(0, :)>0 when :<&1.
(b) H(x1 , :)>0 when :: .
(c) H( } , :)>0 on [0, x1] when :&- 2.
(d) H(x^, : )=&1.
Proof. (a) For :<&1, we have
;(:)=
1
- 2#
(:2&1),
and so, proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 3.5, we find that
lim
x  0
H(x, :)=1&2 - 2# :>0.
(b) The proof is the same as that of Lemma 3.7 and we omit it.
(c) Suppose that there exists a point x0 # (0, x1) such that
H(x0)=0.
Then
2#u$$$=u$ at x0 ,
and the first integral (1.15) reduces to
(u")2=
2
#
F(u) at x0 . (3.14)
However, since u$$$>0 on (0, x0),
(u")2 (x0)>;2=
2
#
F(:). (3.15)
From (3.14) and (3.15) we conclude that
F(u(x0))>F(:). (3.16)
Observe that if |:|- 2, then
F(s)F(:) for &|:|s|:|.
Since u(x0) # (&|:|, |:| ), the inequality (3.16) cannot be true and we have
arrived at a contradiction.
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(d) Since u$$$(x^, : )=0 the assertion follows immediately from the
definition of H.
Thus, as : increases from &- 2, it follows from Parts (a), (b), (c) and
continuity that there must be a first value :~ # (&- 2, : ) and a point
x~ # (0, x1) such that
H(x~ , :~ )=0 and H$(x~ , :~ )=0.
Combining these two observations with (1.15), we conclude that
8#u2(x~ , :~ )=1. (3.17)
It follows from (3.11) that H(x, :~ )>0 as long as u(x, :~ )&1, and so
u(x~ , :~ ) # (&1, 1).
Hence (3.17) cannot hold when # 18 as we assumed to be the case.
We have seen in Corollaries 3.2 and 3.7 that if : # (&, &1) _ (&1, 1),
then the solution u(x, :) of Problem (3.1) does not satisfy (1.4) at infinity.
Thus, it remains to consider the value := &1. However, it is clear that
u(x, &1)=&1 for all x # R and so when :=&1, the corresponding solu-
tion does not satisfy (1.4).
Summarizing, we have proved the following properties of solutions of
Problem (3.1):
Theorem 3.11. Let 0<# 18 , and let u(x, :) be the solution of Problem (3.1).
(a) If :>1 and ;(:)<0, then
u$<0, u"<0, and u$$$<0 as long as u>1.
(b) If :<1 and :{&1, and ;(:)>0, then
u$>0, u">0, and u$$$>0 as long as u<1.
(c) If :=&1, then u#&1.
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 3.11 we have:
Theorem 3.12. For 0<# 18 , the Extendended Fisher Kolmogorov equa-
tion has no stationary solutions u(x) on R, which are even and tend to 1 as
x  \ and are monotone on R& and R+.
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4. A BOUND AND A NONEXISTENCE THEOREM
In this section we prove Theorems B and C. First, we derive a bound for
u(0) when u(x) is any even solution of Problem (1.3), (1.4), which is
bounded above on R by u=1. This is done in Theorem 4. 1. Then we use
this bound to prove two nonexistence theoremsTheorems 4.3 and 4.6
which generalize the one for the EFK equation proved in Section 3.
We begin with an upper bound for u(0) under the assumptions that u
solves (1.3) and (1.4), that it is even and that u"(0)0. To this end we
recall from (1.10) the constant
m(#) =def inf {s0<a: f
2(s)
F(s)
<
1
2#
for s0<s<a= . (4.1)
Remark. If f satisfies hypotheses H1 and H2, as well as H3, then
f (a)=0 and F(a)>0, and in addition f (b)<0 and F(b)=0. Hence, in this
case we find that
b<m(#)<a. (4.2)
The next result proves Theorem B. We only assume that f satisfies H1
and H2, so that we also admit functions f for which b=&. An example
of such a function is given in (1.2) when we take &1<a<0 (see Fig. 3).
Theorem 4.1. Let 0<#14_, and let u be a nonconstant solution of
Problem (1.3), (1.4) in which f satisfies H1 and H2. Suppose that u is even,
that u1 on R, and that u"(0)0. Then m(#)> & and
u(0)<m(#).
Proof. As in (3.4), for each :<1 we define the point
x1(:) =
def sup[x>0: u( } , :)<1 on [0, x)],
and we introduce the set
A=[:^<1: u$$$( } , :)>0 on (0, x1(:)) for :^<:<1].
Since f0 on [a, 1], it follows from (1.3) that if : # [a, 1), then u$$$>0 on
R+ as long as u1. Therefore the set A is well defined and [a, 1)/A.
Let
:
*
=inf A.
Let u(x, :0) be a solution of Problem (1.3), (1.4), which is bounded above
by u=1. Because u"( } , :)>0 on (0, x1) for any : # A, it is clear that
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u( } , :) cannot be bounded above by u=1 if : # A. We therefore conclude
that :0:*. We shall show that
:
*
<m(#).
Suppose, to the contrary, that :
*
m(#). Following the arguments of
Section 3, we find that x1(:)< if : # [:* , 1), and as before, thatu$$$( } , :
*
) vanishes at an interior point x^ of [0, x1]:
u$$$(x^, :
*
)=0 and 0<x^<x1 , (4.3a)
and
u$$$(x, :
*
)0 for 0x<x1 . (4.3b)
To show that this is impossible, we use the function H=2#(u$$$u$)&1
again. Recall that A=(:
*
, 1). Since we assume that :
*
m(#), it follows
from (1.3) and the definition of A that
H(0, :)=1+- 2#
f (:)
- F(:)
>0 for :
*
<:<1,
and H(x1(:), :)>0 for all :*:<1. In addition, for : # [:*, 1), we haveH(x, :)>0 for x # [0, x1(:)] and by (4.3a), H(x^, :*)=&1. Hence, it once
again follows from a continuity argument that there exists an :~ # (:
*
, 0)
such that H( } , :~ ) vanishes at a point x~ in (0, x1(:~ )), and at this point we
have
H(x~ , :~ )=0 and H$(x~ , :~ )=0.
Together with the first integral (1.15), these equalities imply that
f 2(u)
F(u)
=
1
2#
at x=x~ , :=:~ .
Therefore u(x~ , :~ )m(#). Since u$>0 on (0, x1(:~ )], and :~ # A, this implies
that :
*
<:~ <m(#), contradicting our assumption that :
*
m(#). Thus
:
*
<m(#), as asserted. The proof of Theorem 4.1 is now complete.
In the next lemma we prove the asymptotic result (1.11), given in Section 1,
about the limit #  0. For this we determine the behaviour of m(#) as #  0+,
under the assumption that b>& (cf. H3).
Lemma 4.2. Let f satisfy H1, H2 and H3. Then
(a) m(#)  b+ as #  0+,
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and
(b) lim
#  0+
#&1[m(#)&b]=2 | f (b)|.
Proof. (a) The function f 2F is continuous on (b, a), and by H3,
f 2(s)
F(s)
 {0
as s  a&,
as s  b+.
(4.4)
Hence, for every = # (0, a&b) there exists a constant M=>0 such that
f 2
F
<M= on [b+=, a],
or
f 2
F
<
1
2#
on [b+=, a] if #<#=
1
2M=
.
Therefore,
inf {s0<a: f
2(s)
F(s)
<
1
2#
for s0<s<a=<b+= if #<#= ,
and we conclude that
m(#)  b+ as #  0+, (4.5)
as asserted.
(b) By l’Ho^pital’s rule,
lim
s  b+
(s&b) f 2(s)
F(s)
= &f (b).
Thus, (4.5) implies that
[m(#)&b]
f 2(m(#))
F(m(#))
 &f (b) as #  0+.
But, for every #>0, we have
f 2(m(#))
F(m(#))
=
1
2#
.
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Therefore,
m(#)&b
2#
 &f (b) if #  0+.
Since &f (b)=| f (b)| by H3, the assertion is proved.
Remark. Let u# be a family of even solutions of Problem (1.3), (1.4) of
the type constructed in Theorem A. Then it follows from Theorem 4.1 and
Lemma 4.2 that
u#(0)&bt2 | f (b)| # as #  1&.
This completes the proof of (1.11).
We now use Theorem 4.1 to establish a nonexistence theorem.
Theorem 4.3. Let 0<#14_ and let f satisfy H1, H2 and H5. Suppose
that m(#)&1. Then there exists no nontrivial, even solution u of Problem
(1.3), (1.4) such that u"(0)0 and u(x)1 for x # R.
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 3.8, and use the following
result:
There exists a constant d &<&1 such that if :d &, then x1(:)<
and
u$$$(x, :)>0, u"(x, :)>0, u$(x, :)>0, for 0<xx1(:).
This assertion is a generalization of Theorem 3.1 of [PT3], where
d &=&- 2, which we shall prove in Section 5 (Lemma 5.3). This means
that if :d& and u(x, :) is an even solution of Problem (1.3), (1.4), such
that u"(0, :)0 and E(u)=0, then u cannot be bounded above by 1 on R.
Thus, let : # (d&, &1), and let
B=[:^ # (d&, &1): u$$$( } , :)>0 on (0, x1(:)) for d &:<:^].
One can easily prove that x1(:)< and u$(x1(:), :)>0 if : # B (cf.
Lemma 3.4). Let
: =sup B. (4.6)
As in Section 3, it can be shown by a continuation argument that u$$$( } , : )
must have a zero x^ in (0, x1). To arrive at a contradiction, we use the
function H=2#(u$$$u$)&1 as before.
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Lemma 4.4. We have
(a) H(0, :)>0 when :<&1,
(b) H(x1 , :)>0 when :: ,
(c) H( } , :)>0 on [0, x1] when :d &,
(d) H(x^, : )=&1.
Proof. (a) By l’Ho^pital’s rule we obtain
lim
x  0
H(x, :)=&1+2# lim
x  0
u$$$(x)
u$(x)
=1+2
f (:)
;(:)
>0,
because f (s)>0 when s<&1 by H5.
The proofs of Parts (b), (c) and (d) are the same as the proofs of the
corresponding parts of Lemma 3.10 and we omit them.
Thus, as : increases from d &, there must be a first value :~ # (d &, : ) and
a point x~ # (0, x1) such that Part (c) of Lemma 4.4 fails to hold. That is,
H(x~ , :~ )=0 and H$(x~ , :~ )=0.
This means, in the view of the differential equation and the first integral (1.15),
that
#(u")2=2F(u) and u"+2f (u)=0 at (x~ , :~ ). (4.7)
Eliminating u" from these two equations, we find that
2#f 2(u)=F(u) at (x~ , :~ ). (4.8)
Since u">0, the second equation in (4.7) implies that f (u)<0 which means
by H5 that u(x~ , :~ ) # (&1, a). However, we have assumed that m(#)&1,
and so the equality (4.8) cannot possibly hold at (x~ , :~ ). Thus we have
found the desired contradiction, and the lemma is proved.
We conclude with an application of Theorem 4.1 to functions f which
have the structure given in Hypothesis H5.
Lemma 4.5. Let 0<#14_ and let f satisfy H1, H2, and H5, as well
as
F(s)>0 and f $(s)>f $(1) for &1<s<a.
Then m(#)&1.
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Proof. We write
f 2(s)
F(s)
&
1
2#
=
1
F(s) { f 2(s)&
1
2#
F(s)= . (4.9)
Since F(s)>0 for &1<s<1, this expression is well defined on (&1, a). In
view of the definition (4.1) of m(#), it suffices to show that
g(s) =def f 2(s)&
1
2#
F(s)<0 for &1<s<a. (4.10)
Observe that
g(&1)=&
1
2#
F(&1)0.
Moreover,
g$(s)=2f (s) f $(s)+
1
2#
f (s)=2f (s) { f $(s)+ 14#= .
By asumption, we have
f $(s)+
1
4#
>f $(1)+
1
4#
=&_+
1
4#
0 for &1<s<a.
Hence, since f (s)<0 for &1<s<a by H5, it follows that
g$(s)<0 for &1<s<a.
Therefore
g(s)<g(&1)<0 for &1<s<a.
This proves (4.10), and the proof is complete.
Combining Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 4.5, we formulate the following
nonexistence theorem.
Theorem 4.6. Let 0<#14_ and let f satisfy H1, H2 and H5, and in
addition
F(s)>0 and f $(s)>f $(1) for &1<s<a.
Then there exists no nonconstant, even solution u of Problem (1.3), (1.4) such
that u"(0)0, and u<1 on R.
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Remark. The conditions of Theorem 4.6 concerning f are all satisfied
for the cubic function
f (s)=(s&a)(1&s2),
whenever &1<a0.
5. QUALITATIVE PROPERTIES OF GENERAL SOLUTIONS
In this section we derive a number of important properties of solutions
u(x) of Problem (1.3), (1.4), without making the a priori restriction that
they are even or that they are nonincreasing on R& and nondecreasing
on R+. We begin with a simple consequence of the first integral (1.15).
Lemma 5.1. Let u be a solution of Problem (1.3), (1.4) in which f
satisfies H13. Suppose, in addition, that F<0 on (&, b). Then
u(x)>b for x # R.
Proof. Let u be a solution of Problem (1.3), (1.4), and suppose that it
attains its minimum value at x0 . Then, u$(x0)=0 and hence the first
integral (1.15) shows that
2F(u)=#(u")2 at x0 . (5.1)
This means that
F(u(x0))0,
and so
u(x0)b. (5.2)
Suppose that u(x0)=b. Then, in view of (5.1), we must have
u$=0, u"=0, u$$$=0 and uiv=f (b)<0 at x0 . (5.3)
Here the first equality follows because x0 is a critical point, the second
follows since F(b)=0, the third because if u$$${0, then u<b in a right- and
left-neighbourhood of x0 . But this would contradict the observation that
u(x)b for all x # R. The last inequality follows from Hypothesis H3.
From (5.3) we conclude that u<b in a neighbourhood of x0 , which
contradicts the definition of x0 . Hence u(x0)>b, and because u(x)u(x0)
for all x # R, the assertion follows.
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Remark. As examples of functions f for which the conditions of Lemma 5.1
hold, we mention (1.6) and (1.13).
If F(s)>0 for some s<b, as is the case with the function f defined
in (1.2), then Lemma 5.1 fails. However, when we make the following
hypothesis on f
H5 { f>0 on (&, &1) _ (a, 1) and f<0 on (&1, a) _ (1, ),F(s)   as s  \,
(cf. Fig. 1), then it is still possible to obtain uniform bounds on u. We
define
d +=sup[s>a: F(t)<F(a) for a<t<s],
d &=inf[s<a: F(t)<F(a) for s<t<a].
Plainly, for functions which satisfy H5 the constants d & and d + are both
finite. Note that the cubic function f given by (1.2) satisfies H5.
Lemma 5.2. Let u(x) be a solution of Problem (1.3), (1.4) in which f
satisfies H13 as well as H5. Then
d &<u(x)<d + for x # R.
Remark. Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 do not depend on the value of #.
Lemma 5.2 is an immediate consequence of the following lemma and its
corollary.
Lemma 5.3. Let u(x) be a solution of equation (1.3), in which f satisfies
H13 as well as H5, and E(u)=0 (cf. (1.15)).
(a) Suppose that there exists a point x0 # R such that
u>d +, u$=0, u"<0, u$$$<0 at x0 .
Then, if y0>x0 is the first critical point of u on (x0 , ), we have
u<d &, u$=0, u">0, u$$$>0 at y0 ,
and
F(u( y0))>F(u(x0)).
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(b) Suppose that there exists a point x0 # R such that
u<d &, u$=0, u">0, u$$$0 at x0 .
Then, if y0>x0 is the first critical point of u on (x0 , ), we have
u>d +, u$=0, u"<0, u$$$<0 at y0 ,
and
F(u( y0))>F(u(x0)).
Proof. (a) Observe that since u(x0)>1, we know from H5 that
f (u(x0))<0, and from (1.15) that u"(x0)<0. Therefore
#uiv=u"+f (u)<0 at x0 .
Hence, u$$$<0 in a right-neighbourhood of x0 and we can define the point
x1=sup[x>x0 : u$$$<0 on (x0 , x)].
We now proceed in two steps: assuming that u has a next critical point y0 ,
and so x1<y0<, we first show that
u(x1)<d & and F(u(x1))>F(u(x0)).
Then we prove the assertion about y0 .
Since u$$$(x1)=0, the first integral (1.15) yields
2F(u)=#(u")2+(u$)2>#(u")2 at x1 . (5.4)
Because u$$$<0 on (x0 , x1), it follows that
u"(x1)<u"(x0)<0,
and so
[u"(x1)]2>[u"(x0)]2. (5.5)
Because u$(x0)=0, we see from (1.15) that
2F(u)=#(u")2 at x0 . (5.6)
Hence, putting (5.4), (5.5) and (5.6) together, we find that
F(u(x1))>F(u(x0))>F(d +). (5.7)
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It follows from the definition of x1 and the data at x0 , that u$$$<0, u"<0
and u$<0 on (x0 , x1), and so u(x1)<d +. The points d + and d & have
been defined so that F(s)F(d +) on [d &, d +]. Therefore the inequalities
of (5.7) imply that
u(x1)<d &.
Since u$<0 on (x0 , y0), we have
u( y0)<u(x1)<d &< &1 and u"( y0)>0, (5.8)
where the last inequality follows from H5 and (1.15). Let
x2=sup[x>x1 : u"<0 on (x1 , x)].
Then
x1<x2<y0 , u"(x2)=0, u$$$(x2)0 and uiv(x2)>0,
and hence
u$$$>0 and u">0 on (x2 , y0].
In particular, we now have
u<d &, u$=0, u">0, u$$$>0 at y0 ,
and
F(u( y0))>F(u(x1))>F(u(x0)).
The proof of Part (b) is nearly identical, and we omit it.
By a repeated application of Lemma 5.3, we obtain the following
oscillation lemma:
Lemma 5.4. Let u(x) be a solution of equation (1.3) in which f satisfies
H13 and H5, for which E(u)=0 (cf. (1.15)). Suppose that u(x) has an
infinite, increasing sequence of positive consecutive local maxima [!k]k=1
and local minima [’k]k=1 , where !k<’k<!k+1 for every k1.
(a) If u(!1)>d + and u$$$(!1)0, then
u(!k+1)>u(!k)>d + and u(’k+1)<u(’k)<d & for k=1, 2, ...
(b) If u(’1)<d& and u$$$(’1)0, then
u(!k+1)>u(!k)>d+ and u(’k+1)<u(’k)<d & for k=2, 3, ... .
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Remark. Thus, under the conditions of Lemma 5.4, if u has a critical
value which exceeds d +>1 for which u$$$0, or one which lies below
d &<&1 for which u$$$0, then it enters a region of oscillations with
increasing amplitude.
With this preparation, we can formulate other conditions than those in
Lemma 5.1, which ensure that u<1 on R. Let us define the affine function
f (s)=f $(1)(s&1) and the constants
}+=sup[s>1: f<f on (1, s)],
}&=inf[s<1: f<f on (s, 1)],
whenever f<f in a right- or a left-neighbourhood of s=1, respectively.
Note that }+ and }& are well defined for the functions f given by (1.2)
and (1.6). For the former they are finite, whilst for the latter we have
}\=\. For the function f given by (1.13), }& is well defined and equals
&.
Lemma 5.5. Suppose that 0<#14_ and let u(x) be a solution of
Problem (1.3), (1.4) in which f satisfies H13 and, in addition, one of the
following conditions:
(i) }+= and }&=&,
(ii) f satisfies H5, and }&d & as well as }+d +. Then
u(x)<1 for x # R.
Proof. It is convenient to transform equation (1.3) and introduce the
new variable v=1&u. This yields
#viv&v"+_v=h(v), (5.9)
in which _=&f $(1), and, remembering that f # C2(R),
h(s)=_s&f (1&s) and h(s)=O(s2) as s  0. (5.10)
Under both assumptions on f we have }&<u(x)<}+ for all x # R. For (i)
this is obvious, and for (ii) it follows from Lemma 5.2. This means that
h(v(x))0 for x # R. (5.11)
As in Section 2, we write (5.9) as a system of two second order equations:
v"&+&v=w and w"&++w=
1
#
h(v) (5.12)
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in which ++ and +& are the positive constants given in (2.12). By (5.11)
we have
w"&++ w0 on R.
Because w(\)=0, it follows from an application of the Strong Maximum
Principle to this inequality that either
w(x)<0 for &<x<,
or w#0 on R. The second possibility implies by (5.12) that h(v(x))=0 for
all x # R. It is easily seen that min[u(x): x # R]<a, and so there must exist
a point x* such that u(x*)=a. At this point we would have, by (5.10), that
0=h(1&a)=_(1&a)&f (a)=_(1&a)>0, a contradiction.
Thus w<0 on R, which means that
v"&+&v<0 on R,
and another application of the Strong Maximum Principle leads to
v(x)>0 for &<x<.
This implies that
u(x)<1 for &<x<,
as asserted.
Remark. If f is given by (1.2), then
}&(a)d &(a) and d +(a)}+(a) for any a # (0, a0],
where
a0=
4&- 7
3
. (5.13)
This follows from a simple comparison of }\ and d \, which for the cubic
polynomial f, given by (1.2), can be computed explicitly. We find that
}&(a)= &2+a, }+(a)= and d &(a)=& 13 (a+- 18&2a2).
This leads to the following corollary of Lemma 5.5:
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Corollary 5.6. Let 0<#14_, and let f be given by (1.2). If 0<aa0 ,
then any nonconstant solution u(x) of Problem (1.3), (1.4) has the property:
u(x)<1 for x # R.
In the last two results we give conditions on f and u which ensure that,
modulo a shift, u is necessarily symmetric.
Lemma 5.7. Let 0<#14_, and let u(x) be a solution of Problem (1.3),
(1.4) in which f satisfies H13, as well as
H6 f $(s)>f $(1) for s # (b, 1).
Suppose that
b<u(x)<1 for x # R.
Then there exists a point y # R such that
(a)
(b)
u( y+x)=u( y&x) for x # R,
u(x)u( y) for x # R.
Proof. Let u be a solution of Problem (1.3), (1.4), and let v=1&u attain
its maximum value at x0 . Without loss of generality we may set x0=0, since
(1.3) is autonomous. Write
{v1(x)=v(x)v2(x)=v(&x)
for x>0,
for x>0,
and z=v1&v2 . Then
z=0, z$=0, z"=0 at x=0. (5.14)
If z$$$(0)=0, we would have z#0, and the assertion would follow. Thus, we
assume that z$$$(0){0. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
z$$$(0)>0.
This means that there exists a $>0 such that z$>0 on (0, $). Let
x1=sup[x>0: z$>0 on (0, x)]
Because z()=0 it follows that x1<. We have
#ziv&z"+_z=h(v1)&h(v2). (5.15)
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Again, we write (5.15) as a system:
{
z"&+&z=w, (5.16a)
w"&++ w=
1
#
[h(v1)&h(v2)], (5.16b)
where h was defined in (5.10), and the coefficients ++ and +& are given
in (2.12). We consider these equations on (0, x1). By (5.14) and the definition
of x1 , it follows from (5.16a) that
w(0)=0 and w(x1)<0. (5.17)
By Hypothesis H6, we have h$(s)=f $(1&s)&f $(1)>0 when s # (0, 1&b).
Since v1>v2 on (0, x1) and v1(x) # (0, 1&b) by assumption, it follows that
h(v1)&h(v2)>0 on (0, x1). (5.18)
Applying the Strong Maximum Principle to equation (5.16b), we conclude
that
w(x)<0 for 0<xx1 .
We use this in (5.16a). Since
z(0)=0 and z(x1)>0,
it follows from an application of the Strong Maximum Principle to (5.16a)
that
z(x)>0 for x # (0, x1].
This implies by the Boundary Point Lemma [PW] that z$(0)>0 and so
contradicts (5.14). Thus, z(x)=0 for all 0x<, from which the assertion
follows.
Remark. When the function f is given by (1.2), a simple computation
shows that
f $(s)>f $(1) for 23 a&1<s<1 and b>
2
3 a&1.
This yields the following Corollary of Lemma 5.7:
Corollary 5.8. Let 0<#14_, and let u be a solution of Problem (1.3),
(1.4) in which f is given by (1.2). If u satisfies the condition
b<u(x)<1 for x # R,
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then there exists a point y # R such that
(a)
(b)
u( y+x)=u( y&x)
u(x)u( y)
for x # R,
for x # R.
Combining Lemmas 5.5 and 5.7, we can now dispose of the a-priori
upper bound on u.
Lemma 5.9. Suppose that 0<#14_, and that u(x) is a solution of
Problem (1.3), (1.4) in which f satisfies H13 and H6. In addition, let one of
the following conditions be satisfied:
(i) }+=,
(ii) f satisfies H5, and }+d +.
Then, if
u(x)>b for x # R,
there exists a point y # R such that
(a)
(b)
u( y+x)=u( y&x)
u(x)u( y)
for x # R,
for x # R.
Remark. It is readily verified that H6 ensures that }&<b and that H5
ensures that d &<b.
6. UNIQUENESS
In this section we establish the following uniqueness theorem, which
includes Theorem D.
Theorem 6.1. Let 0<#1(4_). Suppose that u1 and u2 are nontrivial
solutions of Problem (1.3), (1.4) in which f satisfies the hypotheses H13 and
H6. In addition, let one of the following conditions be satisfied :
(i) }+=,
(ii) f satisfies H5, and }+d +.
If u1>b and u2>b on R, then u1=u2 on R.
Proof. It follows from Lemmas 5.5 and 5.9 that under the assumptions
made in the theorem, we may assume that u1 and u2 are both even, take
values in the interval (b, 1), and take on their minimum value at the origin.
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Thus, it suffices to prove the following lemma:
Lemma 6.2. Let 0<#14_. Suppose that u1 and u2 are even solutions
of Problem (1.3), (1.4) in which f satisfies the hypotheses H13 and H6, and
b<ui (0)ui (x)<1 for x # R (i=1, 2).
Then
u1(x)=u2(x) for x # R.
Proof of Lemma 6.2. Suppose, for contradiction, that u1 {u2 , and write
:i=ui (0). Without loss of generality, we may assume that
:1>:2 . (6.1)
Write v=u1&u2 . Then
#viv=v"+f (u1)&f (u2),
which, as in Section 2, we write as the system
{
v"&+& v=w (6.2a)
w"&++ w=
1
#
[ f (u1)&f (u2)&f $(1) v]. (6.2b)
Here ++ and +& are the positive constants given in (2.12).
Proposition 6.3. We have
w(0)>0.
Proof. Observe that
w(0)=;(:1)&;(:2)&+&(:1&:2).
But, by the Mean Value Theorem,
;(:1)&;(:2)=2# [- F(:1)&- F(:2)]=
2
#
&f (%)
2 - F(%)
(:1&:2),
where % # (:2 , :1). Since :1 , :2<m(#) by Lemma 4.1, it follows that
&f (%)
- F(%)
>
1
- 2#
,
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and so
;(:1)&;(:2)>
1
2#
(:1&:2).
Thus,
w(0)>\ 12#&+&+ (:1&:2)=
1
2#
- 1&4#_ (:1&:2)0,
where we have used the expression for +& given in (2.12).
We now continue the proof of Lemma 6.2. Since u$i and ui$$$ (i=1, 2)
vanish at the origin, it follows that v$=0 and v$$$(0)=0, and so differentia-
tion of (6.2a) gives
w$(0)=0. (6.3)
We write equation (6.2b) as
w"&++w=
1
#
[ f $()&f $(1)]v, (6.4)
where, by the Mean Value Theorem,  is a function with values between
u1 and u2 .
By assumption, v(0)=:1&:2>0. Suppose that there exists a point
x1>0 such that v>0 on [0, x1), and
v(x1)=0. (6.5)
Then, by (6.4), hypothesis H6 and the fact that ui (x) # (b, 1) for all x # R,
we find that
w"&++ w>0 on [0, x1). (6.6)
Let
x0=sup[x # (0, x1): w>0 on [0, x)]. (6.7)
We claim that x0=x1 , so that
w>0 on [0, x1). (6.8)
Suppose, for contradiction, that x0<x1 . Then
w(x0)=0 and w$(x0)0 (6.9)
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But, by (6.3), (6.6) and (6.8), it follows upon integration over (0, x0) that
w$(x0)>++ |
x0
0
w(t) dt>0.
This contradicts (6.9).
Thus, from (6.8) and (6.2a) it follows that
v">+&v on [0, x1). (6.10)
Integrating (6.10), and remembering that v$(0)=0, we obtain
v$(x)>+& |
x
0
v(t) dt>0 for x # (0, x1].
Hence, in view of the initial assumption that v>0 on [0, x1), we find that
v(x1)>v(0)=:1&:2>0,
which contradicts (6.5). It follows that
v>0 on [0, ),
whence w>0 on [0, ) as before. Therefore, by (6.2a) we find that
v">+&v on [0, ).
This is impossible because v(0)>0, v$(0)=0 and v(x)  0 as x  . Thus,
the proof of Lemma 6.2, and thereby of Theorem 6.1, is complete.
7. ASYMPTOTICS
In this section we derive sharp estimates for the asymptotic behaviour of
a solution u(x) of Problem (1.3), (1.4) which is even, and monotone on R+
and on R&. We proceed very much as in the analysis of kinks of the EFK
equation given in [PT1] and utilize the monotonicity of u(x) on R+ to
define the inverse function x=x(u), and introduce the variables:
t=u, z(t)=[u$(x(t))]2. (7.1)
Then
z$=2u" and z"=2u$$$u$, (7.2)
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where the primes denote differentiation with respect to the appropriate
variables: t for z and x for u.
Let u(0)=:*. Then u=u(x, :*) is the solution of the initial value
problem (2.1). In terms of the new variables t and z, this problem becomes
{zz"=
1
4
(z$)2+
1
#
[z&2F(t)] for t>:*, (7.3a)
z(:*)=0 and z$(:*)=2;(:*), (7.3b)
where we recall that ;(:*) denotes the positive root of equation (1.16).
Since u(x, :*) satisfies (1.4), we know that
z(t)  0 and z$(t)  0 as tZ1. (7.3c)
Before establishing the limiting behaviour of z(t) as t  1, we derive a
few global properties of the solution graph of z(t). Since z(:*)=0, z(1)=0
and z>0 on (:*, 1) the graph of z must have at least one critical point:
{*=sup[t>:*: z$>0 on [:*, t)].
In the next lemma we show that this is the only critical point of the graph
of z.
Lemma 7.1. Suppose that 0<#14_, and that f satisfies H1 and H2,
with f $(a)>0. Then the solution z of Problem (7.3) has the following properties:
z$>0 on [:*, {*) and z$<0 on ({*, 1), (7.4)
and at the critical point we have
z"({*)<0 and z({*)<2F({*). (7.5)
Proof. It is evident that
z$({*)=0 and z"({*)0. (7.6)
To prove (7.5) we first note that the second inequality is a consequence of
the first by equation (7.3a). Thus, let us assume that the first inequality in
(7.5) does not hold. Then, by (7.6), we must have z"({*)=0, and (7.3a)
becomes
z&2F=0 at {*.
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We claim that F $({*)0. For if F $({*)>0, then
(z&2F )$=&2F $<0 at {*
so that
z(t)&2F(t)>0 for {*&$<t<{*,
for some sufficiently small $>0. This implies by (7.3a) that z">0 and
hence z$<0 on ({*&$, {*), which contradicts the definition of {*. Thus,
F $({*)=&f ({*)0. From this and hypotheses H1, H2, it follows that
{* # [a, 1).
Suppose that F $({*)<0. Then one differentiation of (7.3a) yields
zz$$$+
1
2
z$z"=
1
#
(z&2F )$ (7.7)
and we conclude that z$$$({*)>0. Thus, z">0 and z$>0 in a right neigh-
bourhood of {*. Since F $<0 on (a, 1), this implies by (7.3a) that z>2F
on ({*, 1], so that (7.3c) cannot hold.
Suppose that F $({*)=& f ({*)=0. Then {*=a and (7.7) implies that
z$$$({*)=0. One further differentiation of (7.7) yields
zziv+
3
2
z$z$$$=&
1
2
(z")2+
1
#
(z&2F )", (7.8)
which, at {*=a, reduces to
z({*) ziv({*)=&
2
#
F"(a)=
2
#
f $(a)>0.
It follows again that z">0 and z$>0 in a right-neighbourhood of {*, and
we can derive a contradiction as before. Thus, the first inequality in (7.5)
must hold, and the proof of (7.5) is complete.
To prove (7.4) we suppose to the contrary that z has a second critical
point on ({*, 1), say at t1 . Then z$(t1)=0 and z"(t1)0 which implies
by (7.3a) that z(t1)2F(t1). Let t0 # ({*, t1] be the first zero of z&2F
on ({*, 1). Then (z&2F )$0 and therefore 2F $z$<0 at t0 . Thus, F $<0
on [t1 , 1), and it follows that z>2F on (t1 , 1], so that z(t) cannot tend to
zero as t  1. Thus, z cannot have a second critical point and the assertion
is proved.
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Lemma 7.2. Suppose that 0<#14_, and that f satisfies H1 and H2,
as well as
f 2(s)<2_F(s) for a<s<1. (7.9)
Then
z"(t)<
1
#
for {*t<1. (7.10)
Proof. We follow the proof of Lemma 2.4a in [PT1]. By Lemma 7.1,
the assertion holds at {*. Suppose that it fails at a first point t0 # ({*, 1).
Then
z"=
1
#
and z$$$0 at t0 . (7.11)
Using (7.3a), we then conclude that
z$(t0)=&8F(t0)# , (7.12)
where we have taken the minus sign because z$<0 on ({*, 1). From (7.7)
we deduce that
zz$$$=
1
2#
(z$+4f ) at t0 .
Thus, in view of (7.11) and (7.12), we conclude that
f (t0)F(t0)2# (7.13a)
and hence
F(t0)2#f 2(t0). (7.13b)
Since b<:*<t0<1, we also conclude from (7.13a) that a<t0<1, so that
(7.9) holds for s=t0 . That is,
f 2(t0)<2_F(t0). (7.14)
Together, (7.13b) and (7.14) imply that
F(t0)2#f 2(t0)<2#(2_) F(t0),
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or, since F(t0)>0,
#>
1
4_
.
This inequality contradicts the restriction # # (0, 14_], imposed on # at the
outset, and the lemma is proved.
Remark. If f $(s)>f $(1) for a<s<1, then condition (7.9) is satisfied.
To see this we consider the function
,(s)=f 2(s)&2_F(s).
Observe that ,(1)=0 and
,$(s)=2f (s)[ f $(s)&f $(1)]>0 for a<s<1.
Hence ,(s)<0 for as<1, as asserted.
Remark. An elementary computation shows that the functions f given
by (1.2), (1.6) and (1.13) all have the property that f $(s)>f $(1) for s # (a, 1).
In the following lemma we show that z" tends to a limit. Once this is
known, the value of the limit can easily be found by an application of
l’Ho^pital’s rule, and as in [PT1], we obtain the following result:
Proposition 7.3. Let 0<#14_, and let f satisfy H1 and H2. Suppose
that z is a solution of Problem (7.3), and that z"(t) tends to a limit as t  1&.
Then this limit is given by
lim
t  1
z"(t)=
1
#
(1&- 1&4#_). (7.15)
To show that z"(t) tends to a limit as t  1&, we follow the graph of z
down from its maximum at {*, and define
t0=sup[t # ({*, 1): z"<0 on [{*, t)].
Because z"({*)<0 by Lemma 7.1, the point t0 is well defined. Moreover
t0<1, because if z"<0 on [{*, 1), then z$<0 on ({*, 1] by Lemma 7.1, so
that z$(t) cannot converge to zero as t  1, as required by (7.3c). It is clear
from the definition of t0 that
z"=0 and z$$$0 at t0 ,
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which implies by (7.7) and Lemma 7.1, that
2f (t0)&z$(t0)>0 and therefore a<t0<1.
Lemma 7.4. Suppose that 0<#14_, that f satisfies H1 and H2, and
in addition,
f "(s)<0 for a<s<1. (7.16)
Then z$$$>0 on (t0 , 1).
Proof. Let t1 be the first zero of z$$$ on [t0 , 1), if it exists. To determine
the sign of z$$$ near t1 , we need to find ziv(t1). This can be done by means
of (7.8), which we can write as
zziv+ 32 z$z$$$=&
1
2[z"&R+(t)][z"&R&(t)], (7.17)
where
R\(t)=
1
#
[1\- 1\4#f $(t)].
Note that the functions R\(t) are well defined on (a, 1), since (7.16)
implies that
1+4#f $(t)>1+4#f $(1)=1&4#_0 on (a, 1).
Because f $(s)>f $(1) by (7.16), we may apply Lemma 7.2, and hence
z"(t)<
1
#
<R+(t) for t # ({*, 1).
Thus, since z$$$(t1)=0, we conclude from (7.17) that
sgn ziv(t1)=sgn[z"(t1)&R&(t1)]. (7.18)
We distinguish three different cases:
(I) z"<R& , (II) z">R& , (III) z"=R& at t1 .
Case (I). If z"(t1)<R&(t1), then (7.18) implies that ziv(t1)<0. Thus,
there exists a $>0 such that
z$$$(t)<z$$$(t1)=0 for t # (t1 , t1+$).
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If z$$$ has a second zero at t=t2 # (t1 , 1) and z$$$<0 on (t1 , t2), then
ziv(t2)0. (7.19)
However,
(z"&R&)$=z$$$&R$&<0 on (t1 , t2),
because z$$$<0 on (t1 , t2). In addition,
R$&(t)=
2f "(t)
- 1+4#f $(t)
>0 on (t1 , t2),
since a<t0t1<t2<1 and, by assumption, f "<0 on (a, 1). Thus
z"(t2)&R&(t2)<z"(t1)&R&(t1)<0,
so that ziv(t2)<0. This contradicts (7.19), and so z$$$ cannot have a second
zero on (t1 , 1). Thus
z$$$<0 on (t1 , 1). (7.20)
We shall show that this also leads to a contradiction.
Let us denote the right hand side of (7.8) by h:
h(t)=&
1
2
(z")2(t)+
1
#
z"(t)+
2
#
f $(t).
Then
h$(t)=z$$$(t) \1#&z"(t)++
2
#
f "(t)<0, (7.21)
because z$$$<0, z"<1# and f "<0 on (t1 , 1). Moreover, because z$$$ has
one sign, z"(t) tends to a limit as t  1, and it follows from Proposition 7.3
that h(1)=0. Thus, by (7.21),
h(t)>0 for t1t<1. (7.22)
Writing (7.8) as
(z32z$$$)$=- z h(t), (7.23)
we deduce from (7.22) that
z32(t) z$$$(t)>z32(t1) z$$$(t1)=0,
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and so
z$$$>0 on [t1 , 1).
But this contradicts (7.20). Thus, if Case (I) holds, then z$$$ cannot have a
zero on [t0 , 1), so that z$$$>0 on [t0 , 1).
Case (II). We now assume that z"(t1)>R&(t1). Then (7.18) implies
that
ziv(t1)>0. (7.24)
As we saw at the beginning of the proof, z$$$(t0)0. If z$$$(t0)=0 and
t1=t0 , then z$$$(t)>0 in a right-neighbourhood of t1 and we can proceed
as in Case (I) to show that z$$$>0 on (t0 , 1). On the other hand, if
z$$$(t0)>0 and t1>t0 , then ziv(t1)0, which contradicts (7.24), so that in
this case t1 cannot exist, and we conclude that z$$$>0 on [t0 , 1).
Case (III). To conclude, we assume that z"(t1)=R&(t1). Then we
see from (7.17) and the equation for zv which we obtain by differentiating
(7.8), that
ziv=0 and zv<0 at t1 . (7.25)
Thus ziv<0 and z$$$<0 in a right-neighbourhood of t1 . Proceeding as in
Case (I), we conclude that z$$$<0 on (t1 , 1) which leads to the same
contradiction as in Case (I).
This completes the proof of Lemma 7.4.
Thus, we can now strengthen Proposition 7.3 to:
Lemma 7.5. Let # and f satisfy the conditions of Lemma 7.4. Then
lim
t  1
z"(t)=
1
#
(1&- 1&4#_).
Remark. The condition (7.16) of Lemma 7.4 is satisfied by the functions
f given by (1.2), (1.6) and (1.13).
Lemma 7.6. Suppose that 0<#14_, that f satisfies H1 and H2 and
that f "(s)<0 for s # (a, 1). Then
lim
t  1
z$$$(t) exists.
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Proof. We differentiate (7.8) to obtain the equation for zv:
zzv+
5
2
z$ziv=z$$$ \1#&
5
2
z"++2# f "(t). (7.26)
We distinguish two cases:
(I)
1
#
&
5
2
z"(1)<0 and (II)
1
#
&
5
2
z"(1)0.
Case (I). Recall that z$$$>0 on (t0 , 1). Hence, since f "<0, it follows
from (7.26) that there exists a $>0 small enough so that
(z52ziv)$=z32(zzv+ 52 z$z
iv)<0 for 1&$<t<1.
Thus, ziv can have only one zero on (1&$, 1) and therefore z$$$(t) tends to
a limit as t  1.
Case (II). Write
c(t) =def
1
#
&
5
2
z"(t).
Then, by assumption, c(1)0, and because z$$$>0 on (t0 , 1),
c$(t)=&52z$$$(t)<0 for t0<t<1.
Therefore
c(t)>c(1)0 for t0<t<1. (7.27)
Define
%&=lim inf
t  1
z$$$(t) and %+=lim sup
t  1
z$$$(t).
We wish to show that %&=%+ . Suppose to the contrary that
%&<%+ . (7.28)
Then there exist increasing sequences [tn] and [tm] contained in (:*, 1)
and tending to 1 such that
lim
n  
z$$$(tn)=%& and lim
m  
z$$$(tm)=%+ , (7.29)
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and
ziv(tn)=0, ziv(tm)=0, zv(tn)0, zv(tm)0 for n1, m1.
(7.30)
When we use (7.30) in equation (7.26), we find that for every n1 and
m1,
z$$$(tn)
2
#
| f "(tn)|
c(tn)
and z$$$(tm)
2
#
| f "(tm)|
c(tm)
. (7.31a, b)
We now consider the cases c(1)>0 and c(1)=0 in succession.
The Case c(1)>0. When we let n   and m   in (7.31a)
and (7.31b), and use (7.26) and Lemma 7.5, we find that
%&
2
#
| f "(1)|
c(1)
%+ ,
which contradicts (7.28).
The Case c(1)=0 and f "(1)<0. Letting n   in (7.31a) we find as
in the previous case that %&=, and hence %&=%+=. This
contradicts (7.28) as well, and the assertion is proved. Thus, it remains to
consider
The Case c(1)=0 and f "(1)=0. We first prove an auxiliary result.
Proposition 7.7. Suppose that c(1)=0 and f "(1)=0. Then
lim sup
t  1
ziv(t)2 f $$$(1).
Proof. Since c(t)>0 on (t0 , 1), we have
zzv+
5
2
z$ziv>
2
#
f "(t) for t0<t<1,
or
(z52ziv)$>
2
#
f "(t) z32 for t0<t<1.
It follows from (7.7) and Lemma 7.5 that z(t) z$$$(t)  0 as t  1 and, when
we multiply (7.8) by z, we see that z2(t) ziv(t)  0 as t  1. Hence
z52(t) ziv(t)  0 as t  1,
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and we find upon integration over (t, 1) that
&z52(t) ziv(t)>
2
# |
1
t
f "(s) z32(s) ds for t0<t<1.
Therefore
ziv(t)<&
2
#
1t f "(s) z
32(s) ds
z52(t)
=def Q(t).
Since numerator and denominator of the fraction on the right hand side
both tend to zero as t  1, we apply l’Ho^pital’s rule to show that
lim
t  1
Q(t)=
2
#
lim
t  1
f "(t) z32(t)
5
2z
32(t) z$(t)
=
2
#
lim
t  1
f"(t)
5
2z$(t)
=
4
5#
f $$$(1)
z"(1)
=2f $$$(1),
because 52#z"(1)=1. Hence
lim sup
t  1
ziv(t)2 f $$$(1). (7.32)
To complete the proof of Lemma 7.6 we return to the sequences [tn]
and [tm] along which z$$$ tends to %& , respectively %+ . Let m1, and let
n=n(m)>m be chosen so that tm<tn(m) . By the Mean Value Theorem we
can write
z$$$(tm)&z$$$(tn(m))=z iv()(tm&tn(m)), (7.33)
where  # (tn , tn(m)). If we let m   in (7.33) and use (7.32), we obtain in
the limit that %+&%&0, and hence that %+=%& . This contradicts the
original assumption (7.28).
Thus, in all cases %+=%& and the proof of Lemma 7.6 is complete.
Remark. If 425_<#<14_, then Lemma 7.5 implies that 1#& 52z"(1)
<0 and it follows from the proof of Lemma 7.6 that ziv can have at most
one zero on (t0 , 1) and there zv<0.
Lemma 7.8. Suppose that 0<#14_, that f satisfies H1 and H2, and
that f "(s)<0 for s # (a, 1]. Then
lim
t  1
z$$$(t)={
4 | f "(1)|
5 - 1&4#_&3

if 0<#<
4
25_
,
if
4
25_
#
1
4_
.
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The proof is a simple application of l’ Ho^pital’s rule and we shall omit
it. For details we refer to [PT1].
Remark. Since we assume that f "<0 on (a, 1), it follows that f "(1)0.
For the functions f defined in (1.2) and (1.6) we have f "(s)<0 for a<s1,
and so Lemma 7.8 applies. However, for the function given by (1.13) we
have f "(1)=0. In the following lemma we deal with this critical case.
Lemma 7.9. Suppose that 0<#14_, that f satisfies H1 and H2, and
that f "(s)<0 for s # (a, 1) and f "(1)=0, and f iv(s)0 for s # (b, 1). Then
0 if 0<#<
4
25_
,
lim
t  1
z$$$(t)={- 5_f $$$(1) if #= 425_ , if 4
25_
<#
1
4_
.
Remark. Since f "<0 on (a, 1) and f "(1)=0 in Lemma 7.9, it follows
that f $$$(1)0. Thus, the limit is well defined.
Proof. If #{425_ then c(1){0, and the proof is as in [PT1]. Thus,
we only need to consider the critical case #=425_ for which c(1)=0.
We denote the right hand side of (7.26) by X(t):
X(t)=z$$$ \1#&
5
2
z"++2# f "(t),
and we write
lim
t  1
z$$$(t)=%.
Note that since z$$$>0 near t=1, we have %0. Recall that 1#& 52z"(t)  0
and f "(t)  0 as t  1. Hence X(t)  0 as t  1& and so, by l’Ho^pital’s
rule:
lim
t  1
X(t)
t&1
=&
5
2
%2+
2
#
f $$$(1)=
5
2
[&%2+5_f $$$(1)].
Suppose that %>- 5_f $$$(1). Then, because X is continuous on (:*, 1),
there exists a positive constant $>0 such that
X(t)>0 for 1&$<t<1.
Claim. X>0 on (:*, 1).
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Accepting the Claim, we see from (7.26) that
(z52ziv)$=z32X(t)>0 for :*<t<1.
Because
z52(t) ziv(t)  0 as t  1,
this implies that
lim sup
t  :*
z52(t) ziv(t)<0.
However, this contradicts the fact that
z52(t) ziv(t)  0 as t  :*. (7.34)
Thus, the assumption that %>- 5_f $$$(1) leads to a contradiction.
It remains to prove the Claim.
Proof of the Claim. Let
t*=inf[:*<t<1: X>0 on (t, 1)].
Then, since ziv<0 and hence z$$$>% on (t*, 1), we have
z"(1)&z"(t)>%(1&t),
and hence, because z"(1)=25#,
1
#
&
5
2
z"(t)>
5
2
%(1&t)>0.
Thus, since z$$$>%, we deduce that
z$$$ \1#&
5
2
z"(t)+>52 %2(1&t)
and
X(t)>
5
2
%2(1&t)+
2
#
f $$$(1)(t&1)
=
5
2
(1&t)[%2&5_f $$$(1)]>0 for t*t<1.
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Therefore
X(t)>0 for :*t<1,
as asserted.
Next, suppose that %<- 5_f $$$(1). We proceed exactly as in the previous
case. The only difference is that now the inequalities are reversed, and we
find that X<0 on (:*, 1), This implies that
lim inf
t  :*
z52(t) ziv(t)>0,
which contradicts (7.34). Thus the assumption that %<- 5_f $$$(1) also
leads to a contradiction.
This leaves as the only possibility that %=- 5_f $$$(1), and the proof of
Lemma 7.9 is complete.
The following lemma deals with the case when z$$$(t) tends to infinity as
t  1& and determines its rate of growth.
Lemma 7.10. Suppose that 0<#14_, that f satisfies H1 and H2, that
f "(s)<0 for s # (a, 1).
(a) If 425_<#<14_ then
z"(t)&z"(1)t&C(1&t): and z$$$(t)t:C(1&t):&1 as t  1&
where
:=1+- 1&4#_
1&- 1&4#_
&1
and C is positive constant.
(b) If #=4(25_) and f "(1)<0, then
z"(t)& 52_t&52 f "(1)(1&t) log(1&t) as t  1&
and
z$$$(t)t 52 f "(1) log(1&t) as t  1&.
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(c) If #=14_, then
z"(t)&4_t
8_
log(1&t)
and z$$$(t)t
8_
(1&t)[log (1&t)]2
as t  1&.
The proof of Lemma 7.10 is very similar to that of the corresponding
results proved in [PT1] and therefore we omit it.
We are now ready to translate the properties of the function z(t) into
properties of the solution u(x, :*) of Problem (1.3), (1.4). This is done
using the expression
x(u)=|
1
u
dt
- z(t)
,
obtained from the definition of z(t). For the details of this translation we
refer to [PT1]. However, for completeness, the essential steps are given in
the Appendix. We emphasize here the marked difference it makes whether
f "(1)<0 or f "(1)=0.
For convenience, we recall the positive eigenvalues *\=- +\ of the
linearised equation (1.8), where
+\=
1
2#
(1\- 1&4#_).
Theorem 7.11. Suppose that 0<#<14_, and that f satisfies H1 and H2.
Then
u(x)=1&Ke*& x+Q(x) as x  ,
where K is a positive constant. The function Q has the following asymptotic
properties:
(a) If f "(1)<0, then
| f "(1)|
6+&(1&5#+&)
K 2e&2*& x if 0<#<
4
25_
Q(x)t{ - 512 - _ | f "(1)| K 2xe&2*& x if #= 425_ as x  +.Ce&*+ x if 4
25_
<#<
1
4_
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(b) If f "(1)=0 and f $$$(1)>0, then
o(e&2*& x) if 0<#<
4
25_
Q(x)t{- 5_f $$$(1)12+& K2e&2*& x if #= 425_ as x  +.Ce&*+ x if 4
25_
<#<
1
4_
Here C is some positive constant.
Theorem 7.12. Suppose that #=14_, and that f satisfies H1 and H2.
Then
1&u(x)t2 - 2_ xe&x - 2_ as x  .
For the proofs of Lemmas 7.11 and 7.12 we refer again to [PT1].
Remark. Further analysis of the behaviour of u(x) as x   in the
range 0<#<424_ when f "(1)=0 leads to a new critical value,
#2=
9
100_
,
separating regions with different asymptotic behaviour, in the way that
#1=425_ did when f "(1)<0. At #2 we have *+=*& , and
0<#<#2 O Q(x)tK1 e&3*& x
#=#2 O Q(x)tK2 xe&3*& x as x  
#2<#<#1 O Q(x)tK3e&*+ x
for appropriate constants K1 , K2 and K3 . A detailed analysis will appear in
a Note elsewhere.
8. AN EQUATION FROM NONLINEAR OPTICS
In this section we discuss a generalised nonlinear Schro dinger equation
(NLSE), with an additional fourth order dispersion term, which arises in
the theory of picosecond pulse propagation through optical fibers. It models
the effects of group velocity dispersion and nonlinearity. As a result of the
balance between these two, a special class of pulses (solitons) can propagate
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without change of form. Numerical studies of this equation were reported
in [ABK].
The generalised NLSE can be obtained under the usual assumptions of
a slowly-varying envelope and the absence of nonlinearities involving
derivatives. Thus, one obtains [ABK]:
i
V
‘
+:
2V
{2
&=
4V
{4
+|V|2V=0. (8.1)
Here V(!, {) is the slowly varying pulse envelope, ! is a spatial coordinate
along the fiber, { a time variable and :, = are positive constants which
depend on the material of the fiber, the carrier frequency and the duration
of the pulse. With the scaling transformations
t=:= {, z=
:2
=
!, U(z, t)=
- =
:
V(!, {) (8.2)
we can eliminate the constants : and = from equation (8.1) and obtain
i
U
z
+
2U
t2
&
4U
t4
+|U |2 U=0. (8.3)
Assuming harmonic spatial dependence, we set
U(z, t)=A(t) eiqz, (8.4)
where q is a positive constant and A a real valued function. Substitution
into (8.3) yields the ordinary differential equation
Aiv=A"+A3&qA, (8.5a)
where primes denote differentiation with respect to t.
The results of the previous sections allow us to immeditaely establish the
existence of pulse type solutions for sufficiently small values of q, that is
solutions which satisfy
(A, A$, A", A$$$)(t)  (0, 0, 0, 0) as t  \. (8.5b)
In addition, they enable us to show that such pulses are unique in a mildly
restricted sense, and obtain important qualitiative properties. Specifically,
we shall prove the following result:
Theorem 8.1. Let 0<q 14 . Then there exists a solution A(t) of Problem
(8.5) with the following properties:
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(a) A is decreasing on R& and increasing on R+,
(b) A(&t)=A(t) for t # R,
(c) &- 2q<A(t)<0 for t # R,
(d) A(0)<M(q) =def & 14 - - 1+32q+16q&1.
Remark. Note that
M(q)t&- 2q+2 - 2 q32 as q  0.
Next, for 0<q 14 , we prove that our pulse solutions are unique
Theorem 8.2. Let 0<q 14 , and let A1(t) and A2(t) be solutions of
Problem (8.5) such that
Ai (t)<0 for t # R, i=1, 2.
Then there exists a constant { # R such that
A1(t)=A2(t+{) for t # R.
In our two final results we determine the asymptotic behaviour of the
solution A of Problem (8.5) as t  . We denote the positive eigenvalues
of the linearisation around A=0 by **\ ; they are given by
**\=
1
- 2
- 1\- 1&4q.
Theorem 8.3. Let 0<q<14, and let A(t) be the negative solution of
Problem (8.5). Then there exists a constant K>0 such that
A(t)=&Ke&2**& t+Q0(t).
The function Q0 behaves asymptotically as
o(e&2**& t) if 0<q<
4
25
Q0(t)t{- 3012+& q12K 2e&**& t if q= 425 as t  +.Cq12e&**+ t if 4
25
<q<
1
4
Here C is some positive constant.
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Theorem 8.4. Let #=14 , and let A(t) be the negative solution of Problem (8.5).
Then
A(t)t&2q - 2 te&t - 2q as t  .
Remark. Because Problem (8.5) is invariant under the transformation
A  &A, Theorems 8.18.4 have companion theorems in which A>0.
To apply the analysis of the previous sections to this problem, we shift
and scale the variables:
x=tq12 and u(x)=1+q&12A(t). (8.6)
Problem (8.5) then becomes
{qu
iv=u"+f (u)
(u, u$, u", u$$$)(x)  (1, 0, 0, 0)
on R,
as x  \,
(8.7a)
(8.7b)
in which
f (s)=s(s&1)(s&2). (8.7c)
Plainly, f satisfies the hypotheses H1, H2 and H3, with
a=0, b=&- 2+1 and _=1. (8.8)
Theorems A and B yield the existence of even solutions u(x), which are
monotone on R& and on R+, such that
(u, u$, u", u$$$)(x)  (1, 0, 0, 0) as x  \. (8.9)
Lemma 8.5. Let 0<q 14 . Then there exists a solution of Problem (8.7)
which has the following properties:
(a) u is decreasing on R& and increasing on R+,
(b) u(&x)=u(x) for x # R,
(c) u(x)>&- 2+1 for x # R,
(d) u(0)<m(q),
where m(q) has been defined in (1.10).
Remark. The function m(q) is the largest root of the equation
8(s) =def
f 2(s)
F(s)
=
1
2q
, &- 2+1<s<0. (8.10)
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An easy computation shows that
F(s)= 14 (1&s)
2 (1+2s&s2),
and
8(s)=4
s2(s&2)2
1+2s&s2
=4
(1&t2)2
2&t2
, t=s&1.
After an elementary computation we find that
m(q)=1&
1
4 - q
- - 1+32q+16q&1. (8.11)
By the transformation (8.6),
M(q)=- q [m(q)&1], (8.12)
so that the last assertion of Theorem 8.1 follows.
Next, we turn to the proof of Theorem 8.2. Let u1 and u2 be the two
solutions of Problem (8.7) which correspond to the solutions A1 and A2 of
Problem (8.5). As we noted, the function f satisfies the hypotheses H13,
and F<0 on (&, b). Hence, by Lemma 5.1,
b<ui (x)<1 for x # R, i=1.2.
Because f satisfies H6 as well, we may apply Lemma 6.2 to conclude that
there exists a constant y # R such that
u1(x+y)=u2(x) for x # R.
Theorems 8.3 and 8.4 follow at once from Theorems 7.11(b) and 7.12.
9. PERIODIC SOLUTIONS
It has been shown in [BCT] and [B2], by means of maximum principle
arguments, that the homoclinic orbit 1 constructed in this paper is a trans-
versal intersection of the stable and unstable manifold of the point (1, 0, 0, 0)
if #14_. This observation allows us to use a result of Devaney [D] and
Vanderbauwhede and Fiedler [VF] for reversible systems. These are
systems which are invariant under the transformation &x  x. Equation
(1.3) is clearly such a system. The results in [VF] and [D] state that in
a reversible system, the existence of a homoclinic orbit, which results from
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a transversal intersection of a stable and an unstable manifold, implies the
existence of a one-parameter family of periodic orbits. The periodic orbits
in this family can be parametrized by their period, and they accumulate on
the homoclinic orbit as their periods tend to infinity.
The topological shooting method of Section 2 can also be used to demonstrate
the existence of a family of periodic solutions. In this construction it is convenient
to use the value of the energy
E(u)=2#u$u$$$&#(u")2&(u$)2+2F(u) =def
+
2
(9.1)
as a parameter. Since the ideas are very similar to those presented in [PT2],
we shall give here only a brief sketch of the arguments involved.
As in Section 2, we consider the initial value problem (2.1) which we
restate for convenience:
{#u
iv=u"+f (u) on R+
(u, u$, u", u$$$)(0)=(:, 0, ;, 0).
(2.1a)
(2.1b)
We choose + # (0, 4F(:)). Then we conclude from the identity (9.1) that
;(:)=
1
- 2#
- 4F(:)&+ for : # I, (9.2)
where I is the maximal interval containing a in which 4F>+. Thus,
I=[ p(+), q(+)], where
p(+)=inf[s<a: 4F>+ on (s, a)],
q(+)=sup[s>a: 4F>+ on (a, s)].
Observe that
b<p(+)<a<q(+)<1, (9.3)
and plainly, p(+)  b and q(+)  1 as +  0+.
Theorem 9.1. Let #>0 and + # (0, 4F(a)). Then there exists a periodic
solution such that
p<u(x)<q for all x # R.
Proof. For :=a, equation (2.1a) implies that
#uiv(0)=;(:)>0.
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From this and equation (2.1a) it follows that
u$$$>0, u">0, u$>0 as long as u<1.
Therefore u(!(a), a)>1>q.
For :=p, it follows from (2.1a), (9.2) and (9.3) that
u=p, u$=0, u"=0, u$$$=0, uiv<0 at x=0.
Therefore, for :=p+=, with =>0 sufficiently small we have
u$$$(0)=0 and #uiv(0)=;( p+=)+f ( p+=)<0. (9.4)
Thus, by the arguments used to prove Lemma 2.1, we can show that
!( p+=)  0 and u(!( p+=), p+=)  p as =  0, (9.5a)
and for =>0 small enough,
u$$$(!( p+=), p+=)<0. (9.5b)
We define the shooting set
S=[:^>p: u(!(:), :)<q for : # ( p, :^)].
It is clear from (9.5a) that S is nonempty. Let
:*=sup S.
Then, writing !*=!(:*), we can show that
!*<, u(!*, :*)=q, u$(!*, :*)=0, u"(!*, :*)=0, u$$$(!*, :*)0.
(9.6)
Suppose that
u$$$(!*, :*)=0. (9.7)
Then we deduce from (2.1a), (9.6) and the fact that f (q)>0, that
uiv(!*, :*)>0.
Hence, in view of (9.7),
u$$$>0, u">0, u$>0 on (!*, !*+$) (9.8)
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for some small $>0. However, by symmetry we must have
u(!*+y)=u(!*&y) for y # R,
and therefore
u$(!*+y)=&u$(!*&y)<0 for y # (0, !*).
This contradicts (9.8) and we conclude that
u$$$(!*, :*)>0. (9.9)
Define
,(:) =def u$$$(!(:), :).
Then ,( p)<0 by (9.5b), and ,(:*)>0 by (9.9). Because , is continuous
on [ p, :*], it follows that there exists a :~ # ( p, :*) such that
p<u(!(:~ ), :~ )<q, u"(!(:~ ), :~ )<0 and u$$$(!(:~ ), :~ )=0.
Thus, symmetry allows us to continue the solution u(x, :~ ) to yield a
periodic solution with period 4!(:~ ). This completes the construction.
Remark. Note that Theorem 9.1 yields a family of periodic solutions
for any positive value of #, even for #>14_, when the transversality of the
intersection of the stable and unstable manifolds is still unknown.
Remark. As in [PT2], it can be shown by a standard continuity
argument that the family of periodic solutions converges to the homoclinic
orbit as +  0+.
APPENDIX
For easy reference we give here the principal steps in the translation of
the asymptotic estimates for z(t) as t  1 into estimates for u(x) as x  .
For further details we refer to [PT1].
Starting point is the expression
x(u)=|
u
:
dt
- z(t)
, (A.1)
which with the change of variables
s=1&t, v=1&u, x~ (v)=x(u), z~ (s)=z(t),
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can be more conveniently written as
x(v)=|
1&:
v
ds
- z(s)
. (A.2)
For ease of notation we have dropped the tildes again. We now write
z(s)= 12z"(1) s
2[1+|(s)], (A.3)
where
|(s)=
1
+&
1
s2 |
s
0
dp |
p
0
[z"(q)&z"(1)] dq. (A.4)
Remembering that z"(1)=2+& , we use (A.3) to write the integrand in
(A.2) as
1
- z(s)
=
1
*&
1
s {1+\
1
- 1+|(s)
&1+= . (A.5)
This enables us to write (A.2) as
*& x(v)=&log \ v1&:++I(v), (A.6)
where
I(v)=|
1&:
v \
1
- 1+|(s)
&1+ dss . (A.7)
If I(0) exists, which is the case when 0<#<14_, we write
I(v)=I(0)&J(v),
where
J(v)=|
v
0 \
1
- 1+|(s)
&1+ dss . (A.8)
From (A6) we now conclude that
log \ v1&: +=&*&x+I(0)&J(v),
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and hence
v(x)=Ke&*& x[1&J(v)+O(J2(v))] as x  , (A.9)
where
K=(1&:) eI(0). (A.10)
The asymptotic behaviour of u(x) as x   now follows at once.
It is interesting to note that
I(0)=|

0 \*&&
u$(x)
1&u(x)+ dx. (A.11)
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